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was threatened by the new navy that Richelieu was building in France. The Dutch were already strong at sea ; they were carrying on war in our neutral waters, driving Englishmen from their ancient fishing-grounds, even landing to dry their nets in England and shooting at any one who tried to disturb them. To such a situation the mediaeval notion, that naval protection was merely a matter for the coastwise districts, was quite inapplicable. Inland towns had naturally resisted the attempts to tax them for the upkeep of the navy: it was seventy years now since Hull had tried to make the Yorkshire manufacturing towns contribute, thirty-five since she had succeeded, thanks to the Council for the North. Charles took the decisive step: he turned ship-money, a local and sporadic levy, into a general tax on the whole country. There was opposition, first in London where it was least excusable, later in inland shires. But it died down or was overcome. Hampden was not yet ready with his protest,
(toe point about ship-money is often missed. It was used to build ships. The accounts are extant and they show that, apai- from one small loan to the military garrison of Berwick when the Scots invaded, every penny raised during the reign went to the navy. It was not spent wisely—too much on laying down new vessels, like the magnificent Sovereign of the Seas, not enough on ensuring efficiency and honesty; the sailors were still shockingly treated. But ship-money laid the foundations for a real renaissance in the navy, overdue since before the Armada. If the firm of Blake Brothers, Bridgwater merchants, grumbled at the amount of ship-money they had to pay, its senior partner may have been glad in later years that King Charles had provided him with so many stout ships to lead against Van Tromp.
It would have been a hard matter to enforce ship-money, forest enlargement, or the knighthood fines without the support of the lawyers. As a body they had begun to come round to the King's side after the dissolution of the

